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Supple yet flowing lightness come together in the new autumn/winter collection 15.16 of kleinbasel.

Ease
For every season designer Tanja Klein shows new surprising perspectives. She remains faithful to her
principles: uncomplicated and easy combinable outfits with a clear and perfect cut. The high
requirement for quality during the careful material selection is always at the center of attention.
Kleinbasel combines traditional craftsmanship, quality and style.
Always soft and casual – this puts the individual style into the spotlight. A blouson as a blazer
alternative combined with track pants or flared skirt results in a combination of an inspired new
interpretation. It is a soft and relaxed, flattering silhouette with skilful implementation.
A 24 hour style portrays the black "2IN1" Overall from kleinbasel. The cut- inspired by casual men`s
trousers and shirts – endows this liaison out of flowing material, modernity and makes this overall a
perfect Day-to-Night-Dressing!
Warm winter coats or light indoor coats made out of longhaired Alpaca/pure new wool blend
impersonate with a relaxed fit the same characteristic aesthetic.
The simple silhouette by draping or wrapping optic is perfect for flowing dresses or silk blouses. Fine
knitwear and jersey style radiate comfortable chic. Dress, feel good, look great!
Clarity, charm and serenity blend into the colour range: black and dark blue provide clarity, charm
stems from muted nude to taupe colours, and a discreet aubergine provides an exciting contrast.
The serenity is reflected in the light effects of various material, on the print design „neo“&
„infinity“and the consiouslyy placed colour accents.

Leather bags and accessories kleinbasel
The entire collection of leather bags and accessories of kleinbasel is 100% Swiss made. A perfect
completion for the fashion collection, the brand philosophy reoccurs with clarity, charm and
serenity.
The authentic leather bags from kleinbasel have a clear line and are optically and functionally the
ideal day to day accompaniment for business or leisure. Next to the daily minor details you will find
a well thought out interior and enough room for your tablet, PC and notebook.
Ladylike draped over your arm, casually tucked under your arm or pragmatically firmly in your
hand. No matter how you carry your bag, the bag ensures your outfit is complete and will give you
the individual touch.

The exquisite leather quality and colour determines the main characteristic of the look. The colours
black, dark blue and mouse reflect serenity and charm. The shimmering reflections in silver and gold
provide suitability for the daily use as well as the glamorous look in the evening.
Men will also find the matching leather bag which increasingly serves not only as a functional
companion but has become more and more a statement.

kleinbasel by Tanja Klein
kleinbasel personifies timeless feminine cloths, leather bags and accessories designed by the Basel
designer Tanja Klein. Manufactured with the finest materials, the urban woman will find her favorite
piece for each day and each occasion. Manufactured in the Tessin the quality conscious man will
also find the matching leather bag and accessories at kleinbasel.
Tanja Klein and her small team designs and develops the collection for her label kleinbasel in her
own workshop. The design of Tanja Klein is based on a universal design understanding, classical
craftsmanship, attention to detail and contemporary expression of shape that allows no
compromise. Since the beginning Tanja Klein places great emphasis in a long-standing cooperation
with small manufactures within Switzerland and Europe..
The entire bag collection by kleinbasel is manufactured in Switzerland. The leather comes from Italy.
In close cooperation production processes are developed and established. This is where traditional
craftsmanship, quality and style are combined.
The clothes, bags and accessories by kleinbasel are available in our own stores in Basel and Zürich
as well as in selected stores in Switzerland.
www.kleinbasel.net

